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“This tension between common sense and expert knowledge, between
cognitive security without responsibility and cognitive responsibility without
full security, is the interior dynamics of the knowledge situation. The
indefiniteness of much detail in common sense, its contradictions, its lack of
established grounds, drive thought to seek definiteness, consistency, and
reasons. [....] Responsible cognition finds itself insecure as a result of the
very earnestness of its virtues. But where shall it turn? It does, in fact, turn
back to common sense, that indefinite and irresponsible source which it so
lately scorned. [....] Thus the circle is completed. Common sense continually
demands the responsible criticism of refined knowledge, and refined knowledge
sooner or later requires the security of common sense support.” (Pepper,
1942:44-46)
1. INTRODUCTION
Common sense on the one hand and refined knowledge as produced by
scientists on the other hand, have been considered as two opposite positions.
Pepper (1942) described these as a circle instead of a range, because ultimately
all evidence points to common sense as a whole “as the ultimate source of our
cognitive refinements, and as the lowest legitimate level to which cognition
could sink should these refinements fail” (1942:320). Practising “science”,
human beings are in the business of trying to refine common sense, which is
cognitive security without responsibility, towards refined knowledge, which is
cognitive responsibility without full security. Considering the limits to our
cognitive abilities to grasp and understand social reality (whatever that may be!)
modesty and humility rather than pedantry and arrogance suite us well. As mere
mortals much of what we observe, study and explore is influenced. It is
influenced by when and where we are observing, by our previous ways of doing
this, and, more fundamentally, by our basic hypotheses concerning the nature
of observing, studying and exploring.
In chapter 2 it has been argued that in order to analyse and describe
resource developments through time, there is a need for a theory of
“becoming”. Or, in the words of De Gregori (1987),:
“Resources are not, they become”
3
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The sociologist Piotr Sztompka (1991) has constructed, in a superb and
systematic way, a theory of social becoming. This has been put forward in
chapter 2. In studying resource formation processes, like in this book, a
researcher is confronted with a number of dilemmas - the nature of social
reality - where both “horns” of these dilemmas are needed. Hence the focus on
integration of both firm and sector. The necessity of processual method for
management research will be put forward here as a general methodological
claim of this dissertation. First, this chapter sets out to describe basic issues
concerning epistemology and methodology of management process research
by putting forward contextualism as the theory of method. Next, in the light of
this contextualism the research design of the present study will be discussed.
2. CONTEXTUALISM
This section outlines various epistemological positions concerning the
grounds of understanding this world. In line with the research challenge
presented, what is needed is an epistemology able to capture the complexity of
understanding the interaction between collective structures and individual action
- between sector and firm - through time.
Pepper (1942) explores the process of cognitive refinement of common
sense in terms of confirmation. For example, the question whether a chair is
strong enough to take a man’s weight can be “corroborated” by way of
“multiple corroboration” (confirmation by logical or empirical data), such as
actually sitting in the chair and testing it. Another way of confirmation is by
“structural corroboration” (constructing theory and comparing this with
empirical data), such as examining relevant facts about the chair (thickness of
the pieces, etc.) and putting this evidence together (Pepper, 1942:48-49).
In focusing on structural corroboration, Pepper (1942) develops an
argument that there are (at least) four mutual exclusive ways of dealing with
structural corroboration, to which he referred as “world hypotheses.” The fact
that this present research project values (historical) process and the synthesis of
both collective structures and individual action automatically leads to a
particular world hypothesis excluding others, as will be explained in the next
section. This mutual exclusiveness comes to the surface in epistemological
incommensurability leading to a distinctive set of research quality indicators.
Pepper (1942) makes a strong point out of this. One cannot - and indeed
should not - reject one world hypothesis on the basis of the “quality
indicators” of another world hypothesis (see also Tsoukas, 1994; Payne,
1975/6; 1982). Grasping this mutual exclusiveness as a starting point can help
social scientists with different world hypotheses to express valid research
critique to each other.
In the next sections, the basic explanation and implications of the world
hypotheses, as distinguished by Pepper (1942), will first be explained. Secondly,
“contextualism,” as the epistemological banner under which this research has
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been conducted, will be considered more explicitly. After this, in section 3,
processualism and contextualism within the field of management research will
be discussed, leading to a set of quality indicators and an assessment of the
degree to which this quality is being met.
2.1 WORLD HYPOTHESES AND CORRESPONDING ROOT METAPHORS
Pepper (1942), in his effort to explain the idea of world hypotheses,
started with the following principle:
“A man desiring to understand the world looks about for a clue to its comprehension.
He pitches upon some area of common sense fact and tries if he cannot understand
other areas in terms of this one. This original area becomes then his basic analogy or
root metaphor.” (1942:91 italics mine)
According to Pepper world hypotheses and root metaphors are linked together.
Not all root metaphors are productive in providing understanding, however.
There are two general criteria for judging the relative adequacy of root
metaphors: precision and scope. No root metaphor is completely adequate, but
some are relatively more adequate. Maximising the scope of a root metaphor, in
this way, becomes evident from corroboration by all sorts of evidence.
Maximising precision is reflected in the precise determination of the evidence.




• Contextualism (historic event); and
• Organicism (integration).
Formism and Mechanism have an analytical focus. This means that the focus is
on the evidence of the nature of the elements and factors, and synthesis (the
whole) becomes a derivative. Or, in other words, the set of discrete facts is the
object of study rather than the complexity of the whole. Contextualism and
organicism, on the other hand, are synthetic world hypotheses meaning that
their focus is on the evidence of the “whole,” the complexes or contexts, and
analysis becomes subsidiary.
This distinction between analytical hypotheses and synthetic hypotheses
supplies us with a first general “quality indicator.” Analytical world hypotheses
are supposed to be judged on their analysis of discrete sets of facts, whereas
synthetic theories are to be judged on their explanation of the complexity of the
whole object of study. For example, the mechanist’s (analytical) critique of
contextualist work (synthesis) arguing that this research effort is not precise
down to the minutest facts is not a valid research critique.
Further, there is also a distinction between the above pairs. Formism and
contextualism are dispersive hypotheses, meaning that “facts are taken one at
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the time” and the universe is taken as “multitudes of facts” without any
determinate order (Pepper, 1942:142). Mechanism and organicism, on the other
hand, are integrative hypotheses meaning that evidence is taken in a determinate
order and that the world appears to these hypotheses to be well-ordered.
The distinction between dispersive and integrative hypotheses leads to a
second general “quality indicator.” Dispersive hypotheses are to be judged on
the way these deal with the dispersive character of evidence, whereas integrative
hypotheses are to be judged on the way these handle their well-ordered facts.
For example, a contextualist (dispersive) critique of a mechanist’s research
(integrative) implying that facts in our world are not well-ordered and
determinate is not a legitimate form of research critique. Next, in the description
of the world hypotheses, the above distinctions will be discussed more
extensively. For an overview see Table 3-1 on page 59.
TABLE 3-1 OVERVIEW OF PEPPERÕS WORLD HYPOTHESES











The first world hypothesis discussed here is formism. Its root metaphor
is similarity, which points to comparison and categorisation. As mentioned
before, formism is a dispersive analytical world hypothesis. A formist is
generally not really concerned with the underlying (dispersive) mechanisms of,
for instance, a strategy. “Hard” formists take their categories, typologies or
taxonomies as “real” reflections of the world. An example of “hard” formism
within management research is Peters and Waterman’s study of excellent
companies. Tsoukas (1994:764) argues that
“Samples of ‘excellent’ or ‘awful’ organizations, for example, have been
dissected for similarities which, once revealed, are assumed (but only
assumed, not demonstrated) to be the causes of organizational excellence or
failure respectively.”
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Another example is the Harvard studies on “Strategy and Structure” which put
forward four categories of strategies with corresponding structures (Rumelt,
1974). “Soft” formist thinking makes no assumption about reflecting reality.
A famous example of the latter category is Morgan’s (1986) images of
organisation.
Consequently, formism has a perspective on similarities and differences
in terms of conceptual categories. Truth within formism is a correspondence
theory of objects of reference (cf. theory) and descriptions (cf. empirical data).
The question that needs to be answered here is: why not use formism as an
epistemology for the present research project? A quick glance at the object of
study and the research objective will suffice. The object of study is the
complexity of a firm operating in its sector while creating resources. The
research goal is to explain this complexity through time. Hence, formism
focusing on analysis, which is ill-equipped to study complex processes through
time, is not a suitable epistemology to be used here.
Tsoukas (1994) points out that as soon as formists start using
knowledge in an instrumental way, they usually become mechanists. If we view
relationships between actors and phenomena in an instrumental way, the world
hypothesis “mechanism” is easily associated with its root metaphor: the
machine. This does not mean that this world hypothesis is only suitable for
technical phenomena. It does mean, however, that a mechanists’ overriding
concern is the underlying integrating mechanism of phenomena. Study objects
are ontologically given and fully describable, and re-describable in an
abbreviated (often quantitative) form (Tsoukas, 1994). The aim of a mechanist
study is to determine an effective (lawful?) relationship between the most
important parts (primary qualities as Pepper refers to these) as well as among
background characteristics (secondary qualities).
Another effect - of importance for the present study - of focusing on
instrumental relationships is the downplaying of an actor’s reflexiveness and the
fact that a human being “could act otherwise.” In this study it is emphasised
that human beings actively transform nature and subordinate it to their own
needs. A consequence of reflexiveness is the possibility or, more accurately, the
inevitability of changing relationships. Changing relationships over time are
hard to swallow for mechanists.
Examples of mechanism are contingency planning, where an
organisational structure is “reduced to three dimensions: formalization,
centralization and complexity” (Tsoukas, 1994:765). The world hypothesis
mechanism does not cope well with explaining complexity (synthesis), nor can
it deal with changing relationships through time: a very common characteristic
in the field of strategy where “truth” is found in the interaction between
collective structure (the sector) and individual action (the firm). Hence, this
epistemology would not be productive in the present study project.
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The historic event is the root metaphor of contextualism. This is, of
course,  not to imply that a contextualist is only interested in events in the past,
but it does imply that a contextualist is interested in the event alive and
happening within and with its historical process and setting: an act in its context.
Fundamental to contextualism are change and novelty. Change is not an
incidental quality which is sometimes present, but it is considered inherent, even
endemic, to this world.
Examples of work within this world hypothesis are among others
Pettigrew (1985; 1987), Pettigrew and Whipp (1991) and Johnson (1987). A
characteristic feature of contextualist work is that the reader companions the
researcher in his journey and is offered only loose contextualist frameworks,
together with a rich process of changing truth through time. Why not use a
contextualist epistemology in this research project emphasising a rich, complex
process of a firm developing resources within its sector? Indeed, why not? In
paragraph 2.2 contextualism will be dealt with in length.
Perhaps the world hypothesis organicism will prove to be even more
adequate for this research project. The first root metaphor that comes to mind
with the world hypothesis organicism is organism. Pepper (1942) argues that
this would confine it to the field of biology. Instead, the root metaphor of
organicism is integration. Work within the organicism hypothesis is dealing with
an integration process towards an idealist state. This does not seem ideal for
trying to explain a complex historical process of an interaction process between
a firm and its sector resulting in an uncertain output. According to Pepper, an
organicist is interested in the end state of a process, rather than the duration of
the process. This research project, on the other hand, is interested in the
duration of a complex process.
Examples of work within the context of organicism are Miller & Friesen
(1980) en Tushman & Romanelli (1985). Truth within organicism is a
coherence theory moving towards the limit of truth (the ideal). It is the end state
of ultimate integration, which is the standard of truth.
In this paragraph it has been demonstrated that contextualism serves
rather well as an epistemology to capture understanding of a complex process
of synthesis through time. Next, contextualism will be discussed in more detail.
2.2 CONTEXTUALISM
The contextualist epistemology joints easily with the theory of social
becoming of Sztompka (1991) introduced in chapter 2. Both are, in essence,
synthetic and take time seriously. Furthermore, contextualism’s root metaphor
is the historic event emphasising the contextualist concern for process. Tsoukas
(1994:767, between brackets mine) refers to Barrett & Srivastava (1991) when
he argues that
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“an historic event is assumed to lie at the intersection of several trajectories
[of strategy paths and sector survival paths?] whose origins and destinations
are unknown by an inquirer.”
Pettigrew (1990) notes that contextualism studies change as a process revealing
itself through time in the midst of immediate and more distant antecedents,
providing this change with “form, meaning, and substance” (1990:269).
Contextualism has an overriding concern for change. Change is not derivative
but endemic. This is a unique characteristic of contextualism among its fellow
world hypotheses.
Other world hypotheses focus on the vertical level of analysis, whereas
contextualism has neither top nor bottom focusing on the horizontal or process
level of analysis. Its significance can be found in the purpose we are pursuing
through time as a process. Vertical analysis within contextualism, however, is not
abandoned (cf. multilevel analysis of Pettigrew, 1990) but it is a supporting and
derivative feature of a contextualist “holistic” analysis.
According to Pepper (1942) every historic event has both quality and
texture. These are two sides of the same coin. When a researcher is focusing on
the whole quality of a phenomenon he/she automatically suppresses its texture
and vice versa. Consequently, the quality of an historic event is its total
character, whereas the texture are its structural characteristics. But these cannot
be separated completely since there is no such thing as “textureless quality” or
“qualityless texture” (1942:238). The leads to a rather ambiguous indicator of
quality of a contextualist study: what level of “texture” (precision) does an
acceptable contextualist study of a “whole quality” phenomenon need? We will
return to this problem of sufficient precision when discussing the quality
indicators of a contextualist study.
Pepper (1942) explains the quality of an historic event in terms of
spread, change and fusion. The quality of an event is stretched (spread) over
time. It is not only the here and now, but it is “the past alive in the present and
may shape the emerging future” (Pettigrew, 1992:10). This means that catching
only the here and now moment is not a contextualist way of conducting
research. The spread or duration of an event points to a qualitative notion of
time, next to a more common schematic notion of time used by for example
mechanists. In using only a schematic notion of time one assumes as though the
world had started today.
The change of an historic event is a character of quality, as has already
been noted. During the “production” of an event, its quality is constantly
changing and, according to a contextualist, this is continuously so (e.g.
Heraclitus: one cannot step into the same river twice).
Inherent to the notion of quality is a degree of fusion of its details.
According to Pepper (1942), contextualism is the only world hypothesis that
takes fusion of parts seriously. Contextualism denies explicitly that the whole is
nothing but the sum of its parts. This, again, concurs with Sztompka (1991) who
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notes that structures cannot be reduced to the sum of human action alone. The
“whole” of structure is the sum of human action plus complex interaction and
interrelations. Hence the focus of this present study on the interaction between a
firm and its sector in highlighting resource formation.
The aforementioned texture of an historic event consists of so-called
strands, which subsequently lie in the context of the event. It would be very
unlike a contextualist to explain these separately. For contextualism, isolated
analysis of elements is “intrinsically distortive” (Pepper, 1942:248). Moreover,
the dividing line between strands and context is not a sharp one. Pepper (1942)
describes strands as those elements which directly contribute to the quality of
texture, and context as everything that indirectly contributes. This resembles
what Pettigrew (1990) distinguished as internal and external context. In a
contextualist analysis, moving “horizontally” (processual) into an historic
event, one finds quality and texture and subsequently strands (directly
contributing elements), which end in the context (indirectly contributing
elements) of that event. Pursuing these strands and context, the end will never be
reached. There will always be another “contributing element” to cover.
Consequently, because of the everlasting pursuit of changing truth, all
knowledge is “perennially conceptual and conjectural and no method can
conclusively demonstrate the ‘truth’” (Rosnow & Georgoudi, 1986:3). As
mere mortals, contextualism asserts, we cannot know the world around us in full
detail. This, however, does not mean that we can stop our search for cognitive
refinement. Also, this should not stop us looking for the possibility of
regularities in the world around us. It does, however, assert that the world
around us is not reducible to decontextualised truth. The truth theory within
contextualism relies upon qualitative confirmation of an event in, and with, its
setting.
Pepper (1942), rather daringly one might say, expressed contextualist
truth in the following fictional conversation:
“If you ask him, ‘then how do you know that your analysis of experience is true for
all experience?’ he replies, ‘I don’t.’ If you ask further, ‘Then you admit that your
analysis is false?’ he replies, ‘Catch me if you can.’” (1942:252)
However, there still need to be quality indicators for distinguishing “ b a d ”    
contextualist research from “good” contextualist research. These quality
indicators will be provided and discussed in paragraph 3 of this chapter.
2.3 CONCLUSIONS
Contextualist epistemology nicely dovetails with Sztompka’s theory of
social becoming as presented in section 4 of chapter 2. Both inherently share
the same epistemological values. Basically, it is argued that the nature of reality
is exposed by human beings or concrete groups of human beings and their
historic activities (events). Contextualism’s focus on events in their setting as the
foundation of grounds of knowing the nature of reality provides a framework
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for actual research into this nature of reality. In the next section the
consequences of contextualism will be presented in terms of management
process research guidelines, quality indicators and several process theories.
3. MANAGEMENT RESEARCH
The above reflections on contextualism concerning research have been
rather general in character. This paragraph will elaborate on contextualism as
the theory of method within management research.
Academic work on management within this field has been closely
connected with Andrew Pettigrew of the University of Warwick (UK). His work
(1973; 1985a; 1987; 1990; 1991 with Whipp; 1992, with Ferlie & McKee; and
Ferlie et al. 1996) has always been firmly embedded within a processual and
contextual framework. Due to the character of this approach, perhaps, there is
no such thing as a textbook description. It is an approach, or a craft, which
needs to be learned by doing.i Nevertheless, Pettigrew (1985b, 1990, 1992,
1997) has supplied us with five general guidelines one could, and perhaps
should, follow. Contextualist research is not without danger and is not to be
entered lightly: “I have seen too many studies falter and too many individuals
psychologically crushed by unstructured data sets” (1997:339). Close reading
of Pettigrew’s (methodological) publications bring to the surface many other
(more) specific “quality indicators” for both management process studies as
well as management process scholars. These indicators explain several key
features of management process research and serve as a platform for a
methodology of management process research. Next, Pettigrew’s (1997) quality
indicators for strategy process research will be presented and consequently used
as a measurement for this present research.
3.1 STRATEGY PROCESS RESEARCH
Before discussing a number of quality indicators for strategy process
research, some definitional questions need first to be answered, because what is
process and process analysis anyway? Pettigrew (1997:338) provides us with a
“working” definition of process: “process is a sequence of individual and
collective events, actions, and activities unfolding over time in context.” Process
analysis then, in turn, is “to account for and explain the what, why and how of
the links between context, processes and outcomes.”
Table 3-2 on page 65 summarises five basic guidelines along which
“good” process research should be developed. Good process research, being a
craft, is also highly dependent on the “quality” of the process scholar. This, of
course, is true for every research project, but especially so for process research
since it can only be learned by doing. Pettigrew (1985b, 1997) explains that
                                                
i
 A personal note on the value of learning-by-doing is best illustrated by the answer on the question what I am
going to do different in my next research project. A honest answer would probably be: almost everything. This
highlights two aspects: that I have learned a lot from this project; and that this project is far from perfect.
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openness to discontinuous and open-ended possibilities is a first important
intellectual requirement for a process scholar. A second requirement is the
ability to achieve and publicly justify the “teasing out” of links between levels
of process and context. A third requirement is that of being capable of
developing relationships with all sorts of different people in research sites. Other
requirements include: being a generalist (“able to play more than two chords
on a piano” (1985b:259)), having interpretative skills, being self-reflective
about one’s “appreciative system”, etc. This section will not score the
researcher on these requirements. Listing these requirements here serves to
emphasise the need for hands-on experience and learning by a process scholar.
Intangible requirements, such as being able to develop mutual relationships in a
research site, proved to be a particular necessity (and genuine pleasure!) for
actually gathering research data.
TABLE 3-2 PETTIGREW (1992, 1997) ON STRATEGY PROCESS RESEARCH
FIVE QUALITY INDICATORS
1. Embeddedness, studying processes across a number of levels of analysis;
 “exposure” of processes by way of the use of process vocabulary (i.e. active
language grounded in action);
2. Temporal interconnectedness, studying processes in past, present and future time;
 rising above and beyond mere events: describing and conceptualising, modelling,
analysing, measuring and explaining;
 a search for patterns and a quest to find underlying mechanisms without falling
into the trap of predetermined timetables;
 inductive pattern recognition hand in hand with deduction;
3. A role in explanation for context and action;
 agency is at the heart of any process analysis;
 actions are embedded in a context which limits, shapes and facilitates their
information, insight and influence;
4. A search for a holistic rather than linear explanation of process;
 analysis occurs alongside other processes;
 theorising about constellations of forces (instead of variables) that shape the
character of the process and its outcome;
5. A need to link process analysis to the location and explanation of outcomes:
 explain the what, why and how of the links between context, processes and
outcomes.
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“Good” process research can be recognised by “scoring” it on in terms of the
above quality indicators or guiding lines.
A first quality indicator for strategy process research is that process
analysis should be on both the horizontal (process) level and the vertical
(analysis) level. However, although the latter is important it remains essentially
supportive, as understanding the “complex whole through time” is the leading
consideration within contextualism (see §2.2.1). Consequently, a process
analysis will never major on vertical analysis, meaning a precise analysis of all
the elements and factors of a certain phenomenon. On the other hand, vertical
multilevel analysis has proven useful in illuminating process characteristics.
Sometimes a firm may be changing more quickly or more slowly than, for
example, the sector or the strategic group it is in. This has been referred to as
non-equivalent temporal metric across levels of analysis (Pettigrew, 1990). It is
important that, at the same time, there is a clear demarcation and connection
(theoretically and empirically) between these vertical levels of analysis. The
focus of the present research is on the interaction process of a firm within its
sector through time (the horizontal level of analysis). In order to illuminate this
interaction process the levels of (process) analysis include: the firm, resources in
the firm, the sector and resources in the sector. To be able to expose these
processes there is a need for process vocabulary, i.e. active language grounded
in action, as Pettigrew (1997) refers to it, able to describe these phenomena
through time. Most of the efforts of chapter 2 deal with the provision of process
vocabulary (i.e. strategy path, sector survival path, etc.).
This leads us to a second quality indicator of strategy process research:
whether a research effort is capable of “catching reality in flight,” as Pettigrew
(1990) has called this expressively. In catching reality we need to move beyond
mere case history and “rise above and beyond mere events” (Pettigrew,
1997:339). Describing a process of social becoming, together with an account
of history, the emerging future as well as the present requires a search for
patterns and a quest for finding underlying mechanisms without falling into the
trap of predetermined timetables. This inductive pattern recognition needs to be
closely connected to deductive reasoning: “Few process scholars enter the field
with an empty head waiting to be filled with evidence” (Pettigrew, 1997:339).
Since a social scientist cannot help having a certain appreciative system, he/she
had better make it explicit and let it help in this inductive process. This is why
chapter 2 has been rather extensive and section 4 of this chapter will highlight
the iterative nature of induction and deduction (see also Orton, 1997).
In the third quality indicator one recognises the rising to the surface of
a fundamental element in any management research effort: the essence of
human action. Humans are both creators and creatures of context. Pettigrew
(1997) quotes Loasby (1976:5) to stress the importance of this:
“if choice is real, the future cannot be certain; if the future is certain, there can be no
choice.”
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This is closely related to rejecting the assumption of predetermined timetables
and the rather loose “character” of concepts as strategy paths and sector
survival paths. A man or a woman can always act differently and hence change.
Sometimes change will be really difficult because of a constraining context. At
other times, the context can also be enabling for change. Managers are not
creators of their universe; neither are they feathers in the wind. The interchange
of context and action, of environment and management, occurs over time, is
cumulative, and is central to this study.
A search for holistic explanations of process resembles the fourth
quality indicator of strategy process research. A number of choices with respect
to research design are of direct influence for holistic explanations, such as the
time-period and the ways of studying the process (longitudinal, retrospective,
real-time, etc.). In the present research project 80 years of process will be
covered in order to capture the coming into being of a firm and its collective
resources within its context. This long time-period has been chosen because the
so-called initial conditions are considered important in resource formation
processes (e.g. Levinthal & Myatt, 1994). Studying processes of 80 years ago, a
researcher is totally dependent on archival material, “hear-say” material, etc.
since it is “dead” history. In order to get information concerning the process
of resource formation of people “who have been there” and of actually being
able to observe and participate in these type of processes (real-time), the entire
history of a company has been taken into account. Taking such a long period
of time (a large scope) has consequences for the level of precision of the
process description and the number of cases (one). However, the wide scope and
long time-horizon will expose the constellations of forces shaping the form and
character of the formation of the firm, resources and sector through time.
A fifth and perhaps most important quality indicator of process research
is the linkage of process analysis to outcomes. It is the interacting process of a
firm with and in its sector that generates resources. It is the linkage between
process analysis and outcomes which makes process research difficult and time-
consuming. This is why Pettigrew and others suggest sticking to a small number
of cases and linking these to a clear outcome in order to be able to do this sort
of research. As will become evident in this chapter, this research project is
constrained by the number of cases (one). However, because this single case-
study involves nine distinctive episodes over time (80 years), each serving as “ a
case within a case”, this may be considered as limited damage for this research
project. Besides this, a comparative element has also been included (six steel
operation episodes versus three aluminium operation episodes) in order to
explain the formation of resources.
Taking this dissertation as a whole it can be concluded that this research
project meets the five quality requirements to a reasonable extent. It studies
processes across a number of levels of analysis in past, present and future time.
There is a clear role for both context and action providing a holistic analysis.
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And finally, the process analysis and explanation are connected to outcomes
(resources). Ultimately, however, it is up to the reader to judge whether this
dissertation meets the above mentioned quality indicators or not.
3.2 PROCESS THEORIES
As mentioned before with respect to process research it is important to
move beyond the level of mere linear description. In “catching reality” in
process research it has been argued that one needs to be clear about the theories
of process (Pettigrew, 1985b, 1990, 1992; Sminia, 1995; Van de Ven & Poole,
1995). Van de Ven & Poole (1995) offer an insightful literature review in
which they distinguish between four process theories (or process motors), each
“representing fundamentally different event sequences and generative
mechanisms” explaining development and change in organisations (1995:511):
life-cycle, teleology, dialectics and evolution. The life-cycle theory or motor
runs on the “fuel” of the imminent program, whereas teleology runs on an
envisioned end state. The dialectic theory runs on contradictory forces like
opposition and conflict. Finally, the evolutionary theory runs on natural
selection. Van de Ven & Poole (1995) explain that most theories of change are
more complicated than these four ideal-types as research phenomena have a
spread over space and time and consist of both quality and texture (context). In
practice all four theories will be used at varying points in time.
In strategy process research change in, as well as change of, an
organisation are considered. A process theory explains this development and
“movement” of strategy process and its outcome. There are several well-known
process theories of strategy each explaining a particular “bent” of process,
such as a “political process” theory or the “learning process” theory (e.g.
Johnson, 1987; Pettigrew, 1973, 1985a, 1987; Mintzberg, 1990). There are also
- lesser known - “synthetic” theories of process, emphasising the whole process
of mobilising agents (firms) and the unfolding of social structures (sectors) over
time (Clegg, 1989; Haselhoff, 1977, 1987, 1995; Sminia, 1995; Sztompka,
1991). The previously introduced process theory of social becoming is an
example of a synthetic process theory.
However, some “partial” process theories will first be discussed, as they
are familiar to the field of strategy formation. Secondly, the synthetic process
theory of social becoming will be discussed together with its links to other
process theories. At the end conclusions will be drawn.
3.2.1 “Partial” Process Theories
Two early process theories of the strategy formation process are the
“design process” (e.g. Learned et al., 1965; Andrews, 1971) and the
“planning process” (e.g. Ansoff, 1965). These and other process theories may
be considered as an interpretation of a strategy process. Or, in other words,
some managers view the strategy process as a design process and others as a
planning process depending on their background and type of environment, etc.
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It is also possible to see process theories as describing an empirical aspect of a
strategy formation process.
The strategy formation process of Koninklijke Hoogovens plc as
highlighting different empirical phenomena may be partially captured in
several process theories. The latter empirical view is followed in this dissertation,
because the focus is on the different ways or processes of resource formation.
The aforementioned process theories (the design school and the
planning school) focus on the conscious actions of top management (design) or
the strategic planning department (planning) in a company. The “positioning
process” (e.g. Porter, 1980), introduced in the 1980s, focuses on information
gathering for the best possible position of the company. These three process
theories, when considered as an interpretation of an entire strategy process, have
been referred to as prescriptive (Mintzberg, 1990), because they do not
primarily describe the way strategy formation actually develops over time but
the way it should develop (i.e. a prescription). Here, however, these process
theories are seen as emphasising certain empirical aspects of the strategy
formation process. Other process theories are the “political process” theory
(e.g. Johnson, 1987; Pettigrew, 1973, 1985a, 1987;) and the “learning process”
theory (e.g. Mintzberg, 1990; Pettigrew & Whipp, 1991). The former focuses
on the political manoeuvring of different (internal and external) groupings and
their influence on the development of the strategy process. The latter focuses on
the learning taking place in the organisation as an explanation of strategy
process. A “cognitive process” theory (e.g. Johnson, 1987; Porac et al. 1995;
Spender, 1989) explains the development of a strategy process by way of its
knowledge development or cognitive framing and a “cultural process” theory
(Johnson, 1987; Peters & Waterman, 1982; Pettigrew, 1979) by way of the
institutional characteristics of the “collective” organisation or institutional
ruling. Another process theory is that of the “environmental process”
emphasising the influence of the external environment on strategy formation.
One other process theory that should be mentioned is the “entrepreneurial
process”, because of its focus on the prominent figures in pioneering
organisations who work to create the company according to their vision.
The above nine process theories form nine “schools” of thought in
Mintzberg’s ten schools of thought in strategy formation. The tenth school he
addressed as the “configurational school”, emphasising different episodes of
the nine schools through time in life-cycles. Mintzberg’s plea for more history
science in strategic management is well taken and will be extended later in this
chapter. However, the call for strategy formation as an episodic process, as he
termed it, would appear to be too specific or particular a view to work with.
Mintzberg’s description of the configurational school wonders
“in which a particular type and form of organization, matched to a particular
type of environment, engages in a particular form of the process for a
distinguishable period of time” (Mintzberg, 1990:182, italics mine).
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The research into strategy formation processes needs process theory
capable of distinguishing between the relative degree of importance of many
different aspects for specific periods of time. Some theorists (sociologists) have
invested in creating these kinds of synthetic process theories. Next, the synthetic
process theory of social becoming, central to this research, will be put forward.
This will join up chapter 2 with this chapter, providing a foundation of research.
3.2.2 A Synthetic Process Theory: Social Becoming
The process theory of social becoming was introduced and
reconstructed in section 4 of chapter 2 as a proper way to conceptualise the
interaction between a social structure, the sector, and individual action, a firm.
In chapter 2 social becoming sprang from a conceptual discussion (see Figure
2-4), whereas here in chapter 3 social becoming will arise out of a discussion
concerning meta-theoretical assumptions.
There are several conflicting meta-theoretical commitments basic to the
above partial process theories. Several sociologists, like Clegg (1989), Giddens
(1984) and Sztompka (1991), offer abstract, synthetic (process) models, which
are worth considering for strategy process research.
Basic to the idea of a synthetic process theory is the assumption that
meta-theoretical commitments, such as the degree of determinism and the
degree of objectivism, etc. differ through time. Consequently, the relative
importance of the many process theories differs through time as well as a result
of the interaction between social structures and individual agents. An example
might clarify this. The success of an innovative and transformative firm that is
determined to change an accepted technology within a production process will
be highly influenced by the “stature” of the sector. The sector might either
encourage, block or even enforce the change (see §4 of chapter 2). However,
the character of the sector is not identical over time as it is dependent on the
posture of other firms and parties involved. Also, even nature, despite being the
“unchangeable” physical, chemical and biological constraint it is often
conceived as, is changed through time, for example by technological
development. This is an example of power over natural or material constraints.
Evidently, it is only after natural or material constraints have been overcome
that they will be options to be discussed, or in terms of Sztompka, they become
part of the field of possibilities of management (Sminia, 1994). Clegg (1989)
refers to this as system integration or the material conditions surrounding this
field of possibilities.
However, what will be recognised, considered, and accepted as new
possibilities will depend on the ideas of several groups within and outside the
organisation. This represents political and cultural management processes of
actually being able to use a possibility from the available field of options. As is
often the case, organisations will not be able to change until there is a crisis or
“sense of urgency”.
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In understanding the coming into being of a firm and its resources in
context processes of social becoming are naturally important. Much of what has
been written on the resource-based view has emphasised characteristics of
“superior” resources, and less the characteristics of the coming into being of
“superior” resources (Levinthal & Myatt, 1994). Sztompka’s (1991) theory of
social becoming provides a basis for the analysis of these processes.
The conceptual importance of both ability (e.g. the formulation of
strategy) and practice (e.g. the implementation of strategy) were explained in
chapter 2. At the level of meta-theoretical assumptions, there are still further
reasons for such a distinction based on meta-theoretical dilemmas as
aforementioned. “Reality” takes place in interaction between social structures
(sector) and individual action (firm), of which the latter is directly observable
and considered as the only really existing objects in society. Reality
(interaction) has two modes: (potential) ability and (actual) practice. Ability
describes the “sum” of an enabling, limiting or enforcing sector and a
transformative or reproductive firm. Practice describes the actual practice as an
“eventuation” out of ability. The “next round” is based on the history of
earlier practice plus a new ability sum leading to a possible change in practice,
because there is always the possibility for people to act differently.
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The process of social becoming as put forward by the conceptual model
of chapter 2 and the exposition of a meta-theoretical approach in this chapter
will be further explained in the next section on methodology and subsequently




As has become clear in the preceding sections, there is a logical
sequence with respect to epistemology and methodology. Consequently, the
position adopted by a researcher with regard to the former provides the
foundation for the latter. A contextualist epistemology requires a methodology
which “respects” the former’s assumptions and will, consequently, be
somewhat ideographic in nature. The nature of this methodology has been
expressed by Burrell & Morgan (1979:6) as: “It [thus] places considerable
stress upon getting close to one’s subject and exploring its detailed background
and life history.” A systematic research protocol, as one would expect in a
nomothetic approach, is not an important issue within this ideographic
approach; understanding is.
However, in a genuine attempt to be truly inductive, this research project
has suffered from the deductive-inductive schism in management research,
resulting in an overly inductive approach that provides the researcher with too
many questions and no clear focus. This has been adjusted during the empirical
phase in this research project. Consequently, there have been several iterative
loops in the process of research question, data collection and data analysis.
Recent calls for the joining of both inductive and deductive analyses by, for
example, Orton (1997) are well-received and also recognised as the outcome of
an own learning experience. The notion of iterative grounded theory will be a
continuously returning element in this section.
This methodology section will not follow all the iterative loops, however,
but will cover specific problems in the deductive-inductive schism. The rest of
this section will be reasonably straightforward in the interests of readability.
Thus, this section sets out the research design, the research method, the research
parameters, the data collection and the analysis of the data.
4.1 RESEARCH DESIGN
The “fascination” of this research lies in (enlarging) the understanding
of the coming into being of a firm’s resources within their territory. The
ambition of strategy process research is to capture the “whole” of this
phenomenon through time. However, in order to be able to do so several
obstacles of synthesis need to be taken. Consequently, there are three objectives
of research (see Table 3-3). The first objective of this dissertation, to overcome
important theoretical obstacles of synthesis, is dealt with by presenting a
conceptual process model of social becoming highlighting time, three levels of
analysis, and potential ability and actual practice. The second objective of this
dissertation, to overcome important meta-theoretical obstacles of synthesis, is
dealt with by putting forward an epistemology capable of capturing
understanding of interactions between both sector and firm through time, and a
methodology capable of enhancing understanding of these interactions.
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TABLE 3-3 THE RESEARCH FASCINATION
TO EXPLAIN THE COMING INTO BEING OF A FIRMÕS RESOURCES
WITHIN THEIR TERRITORY




--> A conceptual process model of
becoming highlighting time, three
levels of analysis, and potential ability
and actual practice.
Objective #2: To overcome obstacles of
synthesis regarding epistemology and
methodology.
(see chapter 3)
--> An epistemology able to capture
understanding of interactions between
both sector and firm through time, and
a methodology able to enhance
understanding of these interactions.
Objective #3: To describe and analyse
the social becoming of a firm’s
resources in their territory.
(see chapters 4-6)
--> A detailed case-study of the social
becoming of the resources of
Koninklijke Hoogovens plc in their
territory.
Having dealt with these important obstacles to synthesis, the way has
been paved for explaining the third objective and overall fascination of this
dissertation: to describe and analyse the coming into being of a company’s
resources in their territory.
In satisfying this, four research questions and ten propositions have
been formulated based on the literature review and empirical data. As will be
explained in §4.3, the conceptual framework and the research questions have
been developed in interaction with empirical work at the steel and aluminium
company Koninklijke Hoogovens plc. Concepts such as strategy path and sector
survival path were “created” because of observed phenomena in the world of
steel and aluminium.
The first research question to be answered is: in what way do a firm’s
resources emanate from the firm. An answer to this question has already been
provided by the resource-based view discussion as described in chapter 2. The
proposition is that resources are what a firm has (its organisational assets) and
the ability to use these (its organisational capabilities) to a desired end. The
direct implications of this proposition lie in the fact that focusing on the
decisions of a firm only is not sufficient to explain the coming into being of its
resources. The focus should be also on committed behaviour. A second
proposition is that during such a specific commitment of behaviour, resources
will be developed automatically due to learning and repetition. A specific
commitment, in turn, refers to a firm’s - sometimes retrospective - course of
strategy over time. This course in time of a firm, its strategy path, should
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provide us with important insights concerning the coming into being of
resources.
TABLE 3-4 RESEARCH QUESTION #1
IN WHAT WAY DO A FIRMÕS RESOURCES EMANATE FROM THE FIRM?
Proposition #1: Resources are what a
firm has (organisational assets), and the
ability to use these (organisational
capabilities) to a desired end.
IF SO, both (investment) decisions and
the behaviour of a firm are important
for explaining the coming into being of
resources.
Proposition #2: During a firm’s
specific commitment resources will be
developed automatically due to learning
and repetition.
IF SO, a firm’s strategy course through
time (its strategy path) will provide
important insights concerning the
coming into being of resources.
Proposition #3: A change in a firm’s
commitment will provide a change in a
firm’s resources.
IF SO, a distinctive departure from a
firm’s strategy path (a strategy
disjuncture) will provide important
insights into the change of resources
and its (core) competence.
Proposition #4: A firm’s strategy
course is either reproductive or
transformative
IF SO, a firm either changes along its
strategy path or changes the strategy
path itself (a strategy or sector
disjuncture).
The third proposition focuses on a change in a firm’s commitment.
Based on the former propositions it can be posited that such a change will also
bring about a change in a firm’s resources. Consequently, distinctive departures
in a firm’s strategy path (a strategy disjuncture) will provide important insights
into the change in resources and also in the ability to create new resources
(core competence). Finally, a fourth proposition supporting the first research
question states that a firm’s strategy course is either reproductive (e.g. a strategy
path) or transformative (e.g. a strategy or sector disjuncture). These
propositions structure the answer to the first research question. This answer, and
the answers to the other research questions, will be put forward and
consequently supported by empirical data in chapters 4-6.
The second research question concerns the way in which a firm’s
resources are enforced by the sector. An answer to this question has been
provided by the firm-in-sector perspective as described in chapter 2. The fifth
proposition based on the (re-construction of the) firm-in-sector perspective is
that a sector imposes rules and norms for survival in terms of necessary
resources. The implication of this “objective reality” is that a sector prescribes
the “bare necessities” of a firm’s resources in order to compete in the sector.
However, combined with these necessities there are multiple cognitive realities
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based on perceptions of ideas, beliefs and convictions alive in the sector
(proposition #6). These propositions refer to the possibility that there may be
more than one survival path in a sector for a firm.
TABLE 3-5 RESEARCH QUESTION #2
IN WHAT WAY ARE A FIRMÕS RESOURCES ENFORCED BY THE SECTOR?
Proposition #5: A sector imposes rules
and norms for survival in terms of
necessary resources.
IF SO, the (objective reality of a)
sector prescribes the “bare necessities”
of a firm’s resources.
Proposition #6: A sector has multiple
cognitive realities based on perceptions
of ideas, beliefs and convictions.
IF SO, the (cognitive reality of a)
sector provides different sector survival
paths of a firm (or its resources).
Proposition #7: A sector consists of
many reciprocal and mutually oriented
relationships.
IF SO, the interactional network a
particular firm is in will co-determine
its resource possibilities.
Proposition #8: A sector survival path
will enable, limit or enforce the
possibilities of a firm’s resources.
IF SO, the course of the sector will
provide important insights concerning
the coming into being of firms’
resources.
In a sector there are many parties and many relationships among these
parties (proposition #7), which implies that the interactional network of a
company will have an impact on the possibilities of its resources. The influence
of a sector on the resources of a firm has been refined to enabling, limiting or
enforcing (proposition #8). Insights into this triad of sector forces will provide
important insights concerning the coming into being of a firm’s resources.
In line with this dissertation’s call for synthesis and processual
description we will move on to a third research question as to which “combined
product” (of forces addressed in research questions 1 and 2) will lead to which
potential resource “ability”? The former two research questions were relatively
easy to answer because of the existing literature on the subjects of the inside-out
approach and the outside-in approach. The real challenge starts when trying to
synthesise these answers into a combined product of firm and sector.
Proposition #9, based on §4 of chapter 2, relates the sector which is either
enabling, limiting or enforcing to the firm which is either transformative or
reproductive producing a combined product of six ideal-type “abilities”.
Chapters 5 and 6 will focus specifically on making these abilities visible within
the history of Hoogovens. As has been explained in chapter 2, there are sector-
encouraged ability, firm-released ability, sector-forced ability, sector-blocked
ability, sector-abandoned ability and no ability. In the empirical part of this
dissertation these abilities will be followed through history.
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TABLE 3-6 RESEARCH QUESTION #3
WHICH ÒCOMBINED PRODUCTÓ OF THE ÒFIRM-RESOURCES IN THEIR SECTORÓ
WILL LEAD TO WHICH POTENTIAL OF RESOURCE ABILITY?
Proposition #9: The combined product
of a sector that is either enabling,
limiting or enforcing and a firm that is
either transformative or reproductive
leads to six ideal-type “abilities”.
IF SO, there are sector-encouraged
ability, firm-released ability, sector-
forced ability, sector-blocked ability,
sector-abandoned ability and no ability.
However, the proof of the ability is in the practice. Consequently, the
fourth research question will address the most difficult phenomenon of all:
which “combined product” will lead to which resource “practice”?    
Proposition #10 puts forward the idea that the combined product of the ideal-
type “abilities” and our defined concepts of change lead to six types of path
development.
Research questions 3 and 4 in particular are rather abstract and will need
extensive empirical explanation, which will be given in chapters 4-6.
TABLE 3-7 RESEARCH QUESTION #4
WHICH ÒCOMBINED PRODUCTÓ OF THE ÒFIRM-RESOURCES IN THEIR SECTORÓ
WILL LEAD TO WHICH RESOURCE PRACTICE?
Proposition #10: The combined product
of the ideal-type “abilities” and three
sector types of change lead to six types
of path development.
IF SO, a sector reorientation path, a
firm reorientation path, two sector
inertial paths (forced change and
blocked change) and two sector
convergent paths (abandoned change and
no change).
4.2 RESEARCH METHOD
This research project originally started off with the ambition of adding
“an economic dimension” to the until then rather sociologically-oriented
strategy process studies. An extensive literature research on economic theories
of the firm in general and the resource-based view in particular led to the
interest in resource accumulation processes within companies. Because of the
emerging multidisciplinary interests concerning the resource-based view in
literature together with the interdisciplinary nature of strategy formation, the
research questions remained rather unfocused. It was not until the empirical
research phase (an extensive steel and aluminium case-study) that it became
more clear what the conceptual process model and the research questions
should be like. This “collision” with business reality offered a fruitful context
in which genuine managerial problems were fused with scholarly interests.
Orton (1997) refers to the widespread assumption that good research is
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“planted” in either theory or data. Researchers who violate this assumption
were, until recently, punished for admitting they had distorted theory to fit data
or vice versa. Good process research, however, needs a double grounding: rich
process theory combined with rich process data creating rich process knowledge
(e.g. Barley, 1986; Greenwood & Hinings, 1988). Orton (1997:432) and other
process researchers in rereading Glaser & Strauss (1967) found an implicit
assumption or motto among researchers as to “what can I do now to better
understand the link between process theories as I know them and process data as
I know them.” This is in line with Pettigrew’s (1985b:259) process-researcher’s
requirement to be generalists and “to be able to play more than two chords on
a piano.” Hence, the central aim of this research in explaining the coming into
being of a firm’s resources in their territory is supplemented by a “rich
theoretical stock” of the resource-based view, the firm-in-sector perspective and
the theory of social becoming.
Scholarly interests like “what are the characteristics of superior
resources” were combined with managerial problems like how do you develop
and create (superior) resources through time. The word “superior” has been
placed in brackets because a company’s first objective seems to be continuity,
survival and “staying in the field”. It is only after this has been secured that the
quest for “superior” resources can and will be addressed.
The formation process of resources, as mentioned before, refers to the
history of a company and its resources in its territory. Much of what a company
is able to do today, of course, is based on its historical activities. However, the
naturalness of this last statement is not generally accepted in management
theory. Many theories act as if the world started today (e.g. Pettigrew & Whipp,
1991). If the subject of study is a formation process, however, history needs to
be included. Consequently historical analysis is important as a research method
for strategy process research. It is important to come close to the subject. Or, as
the historian H. Stuart Hughes (1975) argues:
“I have learned that the result of the historian’s (management researcher’s)
efforts to be detached has usually been the very opposite of what anyone
would call great history (management research). It has been bloodless history
(management research), with no clear focus, arising from antiquarian curiosity
rather than from deep personal concern [....] The man who does not feel issues
deeply cannot write great history (management research) about them. Unaware
of his own prejudices, he cannot bring them to full consciousness and thus
transcend them, nor will his prose be infused with that quality of tension and
excitement which comes from strong emotion just barely held under control.”
(1975: 96-97, words between brackets mine).
Strategy process research, as a fundamental building block of strategic
management (Pettigrew, 1992), is an identical quest for genuine historical




In studying the coming into being of a firm’s resources through time,
the choice for case-study research comes rather naturally. A case-study has
often been considered as useful in a pilot project, a mere demonstration project,
before the real work takes place (Fenton, 1996). Admittedly, a research project
within a positivist realm does gain much more strength by a foundation of
insightful case studies. Within this research project, however, a case-study is
much more than a pilot project. A researcher will enter the company with a
typical “fascination” and many theories, and will interact with perceived
phenomena. It aims to reveal structures and generative mechanisms, “which
have been capable of producing the observed phenomena” (Fenton, 1996:84).
It is these structures which present social sciences with a problem. As opposed to
physics where macro-scale objects are directly observable and micro-scale
objects are not, in social science macro-level objects (structures) are not directly
perceived (Sztompka, 1991). Hence, micro-level objects - human beings and
their activities - are relatively straightforward, whereas structures form the issues
of debate.
In starting from within Hoogovens, human beings and their resource
activities are studied in detail - not as a goal in itself, but in order to move
towards more or less observable phenomena, such as the aforementioned
structures (culture, sector, strategic group, etc.) and generative mechanisms
(social becoming). Contextualist and longitudinal research as reported in this
dissertation fits in well into a case-study design, as has been emphasised and
employed by many (e.g. Pettigrew, 1985; Johnson, 1987, Eisenhardt, 1989,
etc.). Extensive documentation on case-study design as a research strategy, such
as Yin (1981;1994), Cassell & Symon (1994), Denzin & Lincoln (1994), Miles
& Huberman (1994), and Morse (1994) emphasise its validity. The remainder
of this chapter will highlight several aspects of the usefulness of case-study
research.
4.2.2 A Tracer Study
This research has used the technique of tracer study, as a data-sampling
and collection framework (Hornby & Symon, 1994). The central idea of a
tracer study is the focus on critical features, called “tags’, of a particular
process, in order to elucidate this process. A “tag” is, at the same time, a source
of data and a means of data sampling. In the present research, the tags are the
organisational (tangible) assets of the company (installations, etc.). The
gathering of knowledge concerning what installations are to be built and the
building and actual operation of those installations highlights many interesting
features concerning resource formation within a company. Organisational assets
as tags also provided 16 episodes of social becoming of which 10 have been
studied in detail on account of their impact.
The technological nature of the case-study company has been both a
blessing and a curse. The production installations form very visible and
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“touchable” bearers (tags) of resources, which facilitates research. Research
data concerning technological development, for example, is readily available,
both in history and real time. This has not been the case for less visible
resources, such as sales. Consequently, it has also provided this dissertation with
a rather heavy flavour of complex technological resources at the expense of less
visible resources.
A tracer study is about non-probability sampling, based on theoretical
judgement (Honigmann, 1982), in which a search is made for relevant data to
elucidate the process under investigation. It is not focused on reliability and
validity across results, but on building a full understanding of the process.
Hornby & Symon (1994) note that within tracer studies the temporal
relationships concerning the tags are important, since these may change over
time as the process moves on. Consequently, change needs to be studied closely.
The first step in a tracer study is the identification of tags. Before being
able to identify tags, one must have an understanding of the process under
investigation. This was gained by working in the company and learning “ the
ways of a steel and aluminium company”. The second step is to identify criteria
for the sampling of specific cases of the process investigation. The identification
of critical installations that were built in the course of the firm’s history was
based on a critical analysis of all the annual reports, several historical works on
the company and interviews. The sampling criteria used came down to the
question as to whether a certain installation represented the creation of new
resources or the development of existing ones. In the third step these important
events were investigated further and related to developments in the sector by
way of data collection techniques, such as the analysis of company documents,
external documents (scientific publications, etc.) and in-depth interviews.
4.3 RESEARCH PARAMETERS
As mentioned before, the methodology (and the research parameters) is
in many ways influenced by the epistemological underpinnings. One of these
refers to the history of resources as causally interrelated, sequentially ordered
and cumulative, implying an emphasis on phenomena over time. Consequently,
time will also be an important element in the methodology.
The process of actual research practice has as noted before been
characterised by iterative loops between: Data (interviews with managers and
later a single case-study); Process Theory (multi-disciplinary literature on
process studies); Analysis (linking data to theory) and “Resource” Theory
(multi-disciplinary literature on the resource formation of a firm in its sector).
Figure 3-2 on page 80 gives an overview of the actual research process.
Before this research project started in October 1993, two years were
spent (as an assistant to the professor of strategic management) in studying the
diverse literature on strategy process theory (e.g. economy, sociology,
psychology, anthropology, history, etc.). Out of this period specific interests
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emerged concerning the coming into being of a firm’s resources, leading to the
present PhD research project.








10/1994 Proposal for Organisation Access
04/1995-12/1996
Koninklijke <--Application 1. --> RBV-framework 1.
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The large volume of literature publications on the resource-based view
was then studied and analysed in interaction with interviews with practising
managers. This led to a proposal to gain access to business organisations. While
trying to get access, literature research was obviously continued. When access
was granted, the resource-based view framework was superimposed upon the
organisation, which (naturally) did not “fit”.
The most important “misfit” represented the fact that “resources”  
were, so to speak, “not walking down the street.” Or, in other words, specific
resources were very difficult to detect. This led to a focus on the firm in relation
to its sector over time (i.e. the historical analysis of patterns). Historical analysis
of Hoogovens over time pointed to the path dimension of it’s resource
development. In management literature, this had been highlighted by Nelson &
Winter (1982) and others (see chapter 2). Analysis of the steel sector also
identified a path dimension at this level (e.g. Spender, 1989; and again Nelson
& Winter, 1982). The interaction between these two levels of analysis referred to
an early research interest and problem in strategy literature: inside-out v.
outside-in. After six confrontations between data and theory, the numerous
research documents were compiled in a retreat from the organisation into a
theory chapter (see chapter 2); a chapter concerning method (this chapter) and
chapters concerning Hoogovens (chapters 4, 5 and 6). After this retreat, the
results were again confronted (confrontation no. 7) with data gathered from in-
depth interviews.
Several research parameters will be discussed in this section, such as the
choice of research site, the sectors involved, unit of analysis, and the access to
data.
4.3.1 The Choice Of Research Site
The general interest in resource formation processes and the conclusion
that the investigation of these processes needed to focus on real business activity
led to the search for suitable companies. Companies with clear, “visible,”
technological installations as bearers of resources were preferred above service
companies. Apart from technology, there was a preference for relatively large
and old companies since these would have a “rich” history. Moreover, larger
companies provide an easy hiding place for an additional, rather obscure,
“employee.” Initially, finding a local company proved rather difficult. The
location of the University of Groningen in the north of the Netherlands did not
help in this respect. In the end, moving to the west of the Netherlands provided
the choice of Koninklijke Hoogovens plc (Hoogovens) as research site.
Hoogovens, being a steel and aluminium company, provided several
very interesting features for a study of resource formation processes. It is an old
company, founded in 1918, with a clear technological focus. Empirical research
started immediately, since valuable time had been lost in finding a research site.
It must be admitted that ideally this research project would have involved more
than one (at least two) cases, thus creating the possibility of a comparative case-
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study. Pettigrew (1997), for example, is very clear about the added value of the
careful comparison of a small number of cases. Consequently, much effort has
been invested in creating a comparative element within this single case-study
both across time (ten episodes) and across operations. Hoogovens has two
distinct operations: steel and aluminium. These two distinctive “strategy paths”
led to the idea of comparing their development through time. Hoogovens
started as an iron-making company, became a fully fledged integrated steel mill
in the 1950s, and during the 1960 also became an integrated aluminium mill.
4.3.2 Sectors Involved
The steel sector and the aluminium sector are an interesting pair,
because aluminium and steel are related in terms of the manufacturing
techniques used, the end-products and several other sector characteristics
facilitating the comparative element in resource development processes.
On the other hand, the two operations within Hoogovens have many
differences, chief among which is the kind of resources creation. This will
provide interesting insights into differences in resource development.
4.3.3 Unit Of Analysis
Consistent with the concepts explained in chapter 2, the general unit of
analysis will be the coming into being of a firm’s resources. However, as has
become clear, there are several levels in the concept of resources. The most
aggregate level - besides resources - is the level of organisational assets and
organisational capabilities. Other, more detailed levels are clusters of firm-
specific assets and clusters of routines. During the empirical process, it turned
out that the choice of being based at the corporate headquarters and not at more
operational departments, such as production, meant that the finer distinctions
beyond tangible and intangible organisational assets and organisational
capabilities were too complex to study from “distant” corporate headquarters.
This, however, turned out to be an essential insight in itself since the members of
the Board of Management, who are responsible for corporate strategy, were also
located at the same distance.
4.3.4 Access To Data
The data access in a research site is important, particularly when one is
interested in company-specific data for process research. Koninklijke
Hoogovens plc proved to be a company with an awareness of history, with
several kilometres of archives and several professional historical publications
(with a reputation as outstanding works of industrial history in the Netherlands).
Moreover, skilled and helpful archive staff facilitated the data retrieval. Also,
Hoogovens’ professional library provided help for the retrieval of external
documents concerning the steel and aluminium sector and daily international
newspaper cuttings. This latter service in particular facilitated an initial inside
view of the business’s main concerns. This inside view was later deepened by
way of numerous meetings, interviews and informal chats.
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Apart from having full access to archival data, “real time action” data
were also fully accessible. The fact that I was granted the position of “assistant”
to the senior director of strategy and business development and, in that capacity,
working with very experienced managers in almost all meetings, meant that the
access to real-time data was overwhelming. Access to the meetings of the Board
of Management, however, was limited to those occasions when I had a specific
substantive involvement. This disadvantage was corrected by extensive
conversations following these meetings with the senior director of strategy and
business development. Without overstatement, access to information, classified
or otherwise, within Hoogovens was unlimited. Naturally, this unlimited access
was based on mutual trust, and also on written agreement that no information
would be disclosed to third parties without permission.
More important than the information itself has been the exposure to the
same information as managers are exposed to. This has served as an invaluable
“demythologising” learning experience and platform for this research effort.
4.4 DATA COLLECTION
The collection and sampling of relevant data is the primary concern of a
tracer study. Being able to distinguish between relevant and “elegant”
(irrelevant) data proved to be difficult. The combination of being new to the
company and the steel and aluminium sector, and being interested in the history
of a company’s resources, amplifies this difficulty of selection. After several
weeks of reading I decided to start with collecting all the annual reports and
analysing these as a sort of foundation for analysis. After isolating a distinct
beginning the entire history of Hoogovens was selected for process analysis.
The clear ending of the process, however, was more difficult (Pettigrew, 1990)
and was marked by more pragmatic considerations.
The process of writing an annual report of the company has been
observed at a relatively close distance. In this writing process, a relatively large
number of people were involved, including managing directors and
professionals in the field of communication. Although an annual report is a
rather detached description of a company’s activities in a particular year, it does
represent a well thought-out and agreed report of the company’s situation at a
specific point in time. This is why the collection of annual reports forms a
foundation and starting-point for the tracer study. Using a critical incident
technique, important events or “social dramas” have been selected based on
organisational assets as a “tag” (see §4.2.2).
Next, “blind spots” were filled in by way of additional analysis of
historical publications and company documents. Interesting documents were
selected by computer and manually retrieved. Important sections of text were
scanned and digitised for computer analysis. Major episodes of “becoming”
were then further analysed by in-depth interviews, company documents and
historical publications.
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Data collection proved to be an ongoing process. Working within
Hoogovens (for 20 months) daily provided additional information. The casual
rephrasing of history to Hoogovens’ employees during coffee and lunch breaks
also clarified many blind or “wrong” spots. Working together with these new
colleagues represented a special experience for a “used-to-be” pure academic.
Or, as Hughes phrased it, “infused with that quality of tension and excitement
which comes from strong emotion just barely held under control” (Hughes,
1975:2).
Towards the end of the data collection process a series of 16 in-depth
interviews was held with current and retired Hoogovens managers. Respondents
were selected from different backgrounds (from the building department, R&D,
sales, Board of Management, business unit management), while at the same time
including a certain degree of overlap. Access to respondents was facilitated by
the director of strategy and business development and nobody refused to be
interviewed. The sequence of the interviews was planned in such a way that
respondents with long careers were placed at the start, thus providing a great
deal of information, which was analysed immediately. The respondents with a
more specialist focus were interviewed in order to fill in gaps. And at the end,
again, respondents with a long track record were included. Interviews were
constructed in a very loose way. An initial question would, if necessary, be
asked about the respondent’s career process in order to get an overviewii. While
respondents were explaining Hoogovens’ important episodes, they were
“encouraged” by explicit questions to provide clarification. Examples of these
questions are: how did you know? who told you? how about the competition?,
etc. The interviewer’s only guide was a list of major episodes including some
remaining questions based on former interviews or documents concerning these
episodes.
Respondents were informed by a letter by the senior director of strategy
and business development that precautions had been taken to safeguard the
confidentiality of information. On average interviews lasted an hour. All the
interviews were tape-recorded and subsequently transcribed by the researcher.
4.5 ANALYSIS
As explained in section 4.4, the foundation for the tracer study was
provided by the annual reports. Automated techniques, when available and
usable, were used in the analytical process. This has not increased the speed of
the analytical process, but it did improve the transparency of the analysis and
the possibility for cross-checking alternative interpretations further down the
process.
                                                
ii
 Respondents’ (most) recent position was of course known. Their start in the company and subsequent career
development, however, led to interesting insights.
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Using a scanner and OCR-software, the 80 annual reports were
digitisediii. Coding the text of each individual annual report has been done in
two steps. First, a particular activity was categorised into one of four basic
categories:
1. Continuity
Is the reported activity a continuation of earlier activities?
1.1 Organisation (Is it the continuance of an organisational activity?)
1.2 Sector (Is it the continuance of a sectoral activity?)
2. Change
Is the reported activity clearly distinctive from earlier activities?
2.1 Organisation (Is it a clearly distinctive organisational activity?)
2.2 Sector (Is it a clearly distinctive sectoral activity?)
Secondly, the activity was labelled in one of the four categories by a so-
called node. An example might clarify this abstract language:
In the annual report of 1987 text units 12-14 explain that Hoogovens acquired
Kaiser Aluminium Europe. This is a change (code 2) initiated by the
organisation (code 1). The node “2 1 22” has been defined as “Kaiser
Aluminium” (whereas the “22” is a serial number).
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++ ON-LINE DOCUMENT: AR 1987
+++ Retrieval for this document: 78 units out of 608, = 13%
++ Text units 12-14:
The Group doubled the size of its aluminium business by purchasing Kaiser Aluminium Europe
Inc., which became Hoogovens Aluminium GmbH. From the strategic point of view this
acquisition was our most important investment in 1987; within the Group it makes aluminium a
second main activity. The Aluminium Division is now one of the leading producers of rolled and
extruded aluminium products in western Europe.
(2 1 22)
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
After all the annual reports had been analysed, there where 314 nodes.
In order to keep track of these nodes I used one node (1 1 3), called “ the
business,” as a “shadow category,” in which every major change had been
coded as well. In this way a report on this node (the business) generated an
enumeration of the important events. These events referred to their “ o w n ”  
                                                
iii
 This proved to be a time-consuming job of more than hundred hours (excluding the actual scanning time,
which was done by an automatic sheet feeder). The older annual reports, in particular, had to be corrected
manually, because of mistakes beyond the computer speller’s recognition. For the analysis part, I have used
Q.S.R. NUD•IST (Power version 3.0.5.).
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node, generating a more detailed account. This shadow category boiled down
the number of important events to 16, encompassing the critical incidents in the
strategy paths of Hoogovens (see Table 5.1). Hereafter, the critical incidents
have been investigated in more detail by way of company documents and
interviews. Most company documents - such as years of board minutes - were
not digitised, but introduced into the project as “off-line” documents. The in-
depth interviews, however, were digitised and analysed using Nud•ist. The
interviews were coded in terms of the most important episodes, the type of
resource they described (e.g. organisational assets or organisational capabilities)
and the sector developments they described.
Most sector level documents were from journals, including scientific
journals, retrieved by way of computer from Abi-inform, Econlit and Sociolit.
Much has been published, in several thousand journals, on the steel sector.
Relevant documents were selected on the basis of the quality of the journal, the
time period described and the theory used. All the “insights” from these
publications were mirrored against typical Hoogovens explanations. This
provided interesting and sometimes contrasting views concerning the steel and
aluminium sector in general and Hoogovens in particular. As a whole this
process generated Hoogovens’ story of social becoming. However, in order to
gain insight into generative mechanisms as the defined types of abilities and
subsequent practice more specific questions needed to be answered.
The most difficult item of analysis was answering the question whether
Hoogovens was reproductive or transformative and the sector enabling, limiting
or enforcing during a certain period. The aforementioned distinction between
continuity and change functioned as an important indicator in this respect.
Furthermore, continuity or change at the level of the firm were compared to that
in the sector or vice versa. Contrasting moves were analysed in more detail.
At the level of the firm collective resources such as organisational assets
and organisational capabilities were analysed whether changes were resource
enhancing (ongoing) or resource destroying (breakthrough). The former points
to development along the company’s strategy path, the latter to (the start of) a
strategy disjuncture of the company.
At the level of the sector developments in terms of objective reality,
cognitive reality and interactive reality were fused whether these described the
sector as enabling, limiting or enforcing. The three labels in a way constitute a
circle, because a sector being extremely enabling or extremely limiting ends in
being enforcing to a firm. That is to say a firm has no ability left to act
otherwise.
The combination of firm and sector forces are taken according to the




This chapter on method has had to move from difficult and sometimes
rather abstract philosophy towards operational technicalities of practical
research in order to overcome important obstacles of synthesis.
The second objective of this dissertation has been referred to as
overcoming obstacles of synthesis regarding epistemology and methodology.
This chapter has provided a clear exposition of the most basic meta-theoretical
assumptions for this dissertation as well as the consequent research design.
A central message is that a researcher’s epistemology and methodology
are intrinsically interlinked. Section 2 introduced Pepper’s contextualism which
was further developed by Pettigrew’s strategy process research. This foundation
naturally led to a case-study research design involving idiographic research
techniques highlighting the development process of resources.
In the following chapters (4-6) the world of steel and aluminium in
general and Koninklijke Hoogovens plc in particular will be introduced as to
the way collective resource conduct comes into being as it moving through
time.
